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I always look forward to my May visit, spring is well under way and there is the promise of summer. The
20th was a sunny day (hottest of the year so far). The playing field and the community orchard had been
mown recently and some young lads were kicking a football about . All around were the sounds of
lawnmowers and strimmers as occupants of surrounding properties were taking advantage of the
‘lockdown’ to tidy up their gardens.
The banks of the beck between the playing field and the orchard provided a magnificent ‘frothy’ corridor
of flowering Cow Parsley (which belongs to the Carrot family). Hogweed and Pignut (with its finely divided leaves), also members of the Carrot family were flowering on the bank leading to the entrance to the
wildlife area.

Cow Parsley

Hogweed

Pignut

Just inside the wildlife area was a
stand of Greater Stitchwort and a
small patch of native Bluebells
planted some years ago. Their
intense blue colour and markedly
tubular florets contrast with the
Spanish bluebells seen last month.
Despite quite a hard frost a
couple of nights before my visit
Hawthorn or ‘May’ blossom was
abundant whereas one or two
Ash saplings had clearly suffered
from the cold.

Bush Vetch (Vicia sepium) was
flowering in the long grass and
green, non fertile shoots of
Field Horsetail had replaced
the ‘club’ shaped fertile stems
seen last month. This is a characteristic feature of the Field
horsetail.
Bush Vetch

Field Horsetail
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Birds seen or heard included Blackbird, Woodpigeon, Collared Dove, Stock Dove, Chaffinch, Rook, Crow,
Jackdaw, Starling, Wren, House Sparrow, Great Tit, Robin, Chiffchaff and Willow Warbler. Birds were a feature of the Village Green in May and no doubt more diligent recording would produce a much longer list. I did
however make an early morning visit on 7th May to try and see one or two less confiding species. I was lucky
in being able to get distant photographs of Mallard and Moorhen with young and a quite obliging Sedge Warbler.

Adult Moorhen

Female Mallard with three ‘ducklings’

Moorhen chick keeping a low profile

Two adult drake Mallard

A glimpse of a Sedge Warbler. There were two, possibly three singing in the reedbed at the time. The
pale stripe above the eye and the song - ‘a jumble of contrasting sweet and harsh notes’ are characteristic.
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Water Forget-me-not

Water Avens

As I walked down between the beck and the pond I looked at some of the plants growing at the edge of
the water. Water Forget-me-not and Water Avens were already in flower and the buds of Yellow Iris
were beginning to show colour. Further away from the water there were some quite spectacular stems
of ‘Pendulous Sedge’ (Carex pendula). Ragged Robin, a damp meadow plant, was appearing and the
female catkins of the Willows (Salix sp.) were releasing their white downy seed masses.

Moving around the pond I followed the mown path into the drier grassy area where so many small
plant ‘plugs’ were put out when the Green was being developed (in 2009). Many of these plants have
become overgrown, it would be an interesting experiment to mow and scarify a narrow strip through
the area to see what dormant seed might still be remaining.
I was admiring some perfectly formed Dandelion ’clocks’ when I noticed two Shield bugs which I later
identified as ‘Sloe Bugs’ (Dolycoris baccarum) burrowing into the globes. It looked to me as if they
were possibly feeding on the ripe Dandelion seeds in the centre of the seed head. I went back the next
day to check, and sure enough most of the seeds had vanished, the bugs were still there working away.
When I looked hard I found more of the same bugs on adjacent plants. I found this interesting, added
to which, the bug itself is quite local in distribution.
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It was still a bit early in the year for butterflies. Apart from Orange Tips and Greenveined Whites, which I’d seen in April, all I saw
was an ancient Peacock pretending to be a
dead leaf, and an overwintered
Small Tortoiseshell enjoying the sunshine.

Cockchafer or ‘May Bug’
Careful searching revealed that there were a few small beetles about, I saw this black and yellow Fourteen Spot Ladybird and a pale blue/green weevil. which was probably the Green Nettle Weevil
(Phyllobius pomaceus) a common species at this time of year, it certainly belongs to the genus
‘Phyllobius’. The warmth of the day, lack of wind and no rain in the forecast prompted me to set out
my portable (battery operated) moth trap over night. Although the results were a little disappointing,
next morning (at 6.00 am!) there were three Cockchafers and four species of moth. The Pebble Prominent is a particularly attractive species.

Pebble Prominent

Buff Ermine

White Ermine

Small Square-spot

